Abstract. The distributionally robust Markov Decision Process (MDP) approach asks for a distributionally robust policy that achieves the maximal expected total reward under the most adversarial distribution of uncertain parameters. In this paper, we study distributionally robust MDPs where ambiguity sets for the uncertain parameters are of a format that can easily incorporate in its description the uncertainty's generalized moment as well as statistical distance information. In this way, we generalize existing works on distributionally robust MDP with generalized-momentbased and statistical-distance-based ambiguity sets to incorporate information from the former class such as moments and dispersions to the latter class that critically depends on empirical observations of the uncertain parameters. We show that, under this format of ambiguity sets, the resulting distributionally robust MDP remains tractable under mild technical conditions. To be more specific, a distributionally robust policy can be constructed by solving a sequence of one-stage convex optimization subproblems.
1. Introduction. Sequential decision making in stochastic dynamic environments, also called the "planning problem", is often modeled using a Markov Decision Process (MDP, cf. [4, 27] ). A strategy that achieves maximal expected total reward is considered optimal. In practice, parameter uncertainty-the deviation of the model parameters (rewards and transition probabilities) from the true ones-often causes the performance of "optimal" policies to degrade significantly (see experiments in [19] ). Many efforts have been made to reduce such performance variation under the robust MDP framework (e.g., [16, 22, 33, 34] ). In this context, it is assumed that the parameters can be any member of a known set-termed the uncertainty set-and solutions are ranked based on their performance under the worst (i.e., most adversarial) parameter realizations.
New models on parameter uncertainty have been inspired by recent advances in the emerging field of distributionally robust optimization, which seeks for a maximal worst-case expected performance with reference to an ambiguity set-a family of distributions that identically share the given a priori information on the uncertainty. A typical approach for constructing the ambiguity set specifies support information and generalized moment conditions on parameter uncertainty (see e.g., [7, 12, 35] , and references therein). For example, pioneer works in robust MDPs (see e.g., [16, 22, 34] ) consider parameter uncertainty such that only their support is known. The work [36] studies parameter uncertainty that lies in a collection of nested subsets of the support subject to different confidence levels. More recently, distributionally robust MDPs where the ambiguity set of the parameter uncertainty is a form proposed by [35] have been examined in [38] .
Another approach for constructing the ambiguity set has also attracted consid-erable interest, which characterizes distributions by their proximity to a reference distribution via certain statistical distance measure. By varying the statistical distance measure, examples include the φ-divergence ambiguity set (see e.g., [2, 17, 32] ) and Wasserstein ambiguity set (see e.g., [9, 20, 24, 39] ). A soft-constrained version of distributionally robust MDPs with a particular φ-divergence ambiguity set (to be more precise, the Kullback-Leibler-divergence ambiguity set) has been studied in [23] , and it is shown to be equivalent to a risk-sensitive MDP that considers the expected exponential utility. However, except that, distributionally robust MDPs with other φ-divergence ambiguity sets-for example, the likelihood robust ambiguity set in [32] -have not been studied. Distributionally robust MDPs where the Wasserstein distance is used to specify an ambiguity set have appeared in [37] . The two mentioned approaches are usually separately studied in the literature of distributionally robust optimization. Each of them has their own advantages. For instance, a larger set of historical data will provide better estimations about inputs for a generalized-moment-based ambiguity set without increasing the size of the corresponding distributionally robust optimization problem, and a statistical-distancebased ambiguity set could yield solutions that have good out-of-sample performance in terms of variability and disappointment (see e.g., [13, 18, 20, 31] ). Recently, [6] propose a generic format of ambiguity sets for distributionally robust optimization models. That format can express ambiguity sets constructed from the two approaches in a unified manner. Inspired by that progress, we study distributionally robust MDPs with respect to ambiguity sets in such a format. Our work closely relates to [38] for distributionally robust MDPs. However, we generalize the results therein in a sense that there are several new examples (including the popular Wasserstein ambiguity set as well as a new class of ambiguity sets based on mixture distributions) in the format of ambiguity set we consider. We summarize the contributions of our paper as follows.
1. We study distributionally robust MDPs with a general format of ambiguity sets that can express the two notable classes of ambiguity sets that are respectively based on generalized moment and statistical distance in a unified manner. In this way, we generalize existing works on distributionally robust MDPs that usually investigate these two classes separately. 2. A notable result following from the unified format is that we are able to obtain the S-robust strategy for finite-stage distributionally robust MDPs with the Wasserstein ambiguity set. Our approach solves classical robust optimization problems and differs from [37] that solves a general convex program for the S-robust strategy. In this regard, our approach may be more friendly to practitioners because classical robust optimization problems nowadays can be specified in an efficient yet intuitive way by using algebraic modeling packages, which will automatically derive compact mathematical reformulations of robust optimization problems and pass them to the off-the-shelf commercial solvers. 3. Our analyses naturally apply to distributionally robust MDPs with respect to tailored ambiguity sets that are a hybridization of a generalized-momentbased ambiguity set and a statistical-distance-based ambiguity set, such as a hybridization of the ambiguity set in [38] and that in [37] and a hybridization of the mean-covariance ambiguity and a likelihood robust ambiguity set (as suggested in [32] ). The hybridization can leverage the benefits from both ambiguity sets by encoding structure information, which is typically modeled by generalized moment constraints, in statistical-distance-based ambiguity sets that largely depend on data and hence would otherwise ignore any prior knowledge about structure information. To the best of our knowledge, this type of ambiguity sets has not been considered in distributionally robust MDPs. We hope our framework would encourage further researches along this line. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide backgrounds and assumptions on classical and distributionally robust MDPs and we present several examples of ambiguity sets in the format we study in this paper. We formulate and solve distributionally robust MDPs for the finite horizon case in section 3 and we expand our analysis to the infinite horizon case in section 4. In section 5, we conduct numerical experiments to verify the validity and effectiveness of our proposed approach. Some concluding remarks are offered in section 6. Notations. Throughout the paper, we use boldface uppercase and lowercase characters to denote (respectively) matrices and vectors. Special vectors of the appropriate dimension include 0, e, and e i , which respectively correspond to the vector of 0s, the vector of 1s, and the i th unit standard basis. We denote by [N ] = {1, 2, . . . , N } the set of positive running indices up to N . We denote the set of all Borel probability distributions on a set A ∈ R N by P 0 (A). A random vectorz is denoted with a tilde sign and we usez ∼ P to denote thatz is governed by a probability distribution P. Given a probability distribution P, we use E P [·] and P [·] to denote the corresponding expectation and probability. We say a convex set is tractable if its set membership can be described by finitely many convex constraints and, potentially, auxiliary variables. Similarly, a convex function is tractable if its epigraph is.
Preliminaries.
In this section, we provide backgrounds and assumptions on classical and distributionally robust MDPs. We also discuss in details ambiguity sets for the uncertain parameters-one of the most key ingredients in distributionally robust MDPs.
Classical Markov Decision Processes.
A (finite) MDP is defined as a 6-tuple S, A, T, γ, p, r . Both the state space S and the action space A are finite. The decision horizon T is possibly infinite and the discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1). Given the planning horizon T , the state and action at time t = 1, . . . , T are denoted by s t and a t , respectively. The parameter p and r are the transition probability and the expected reward, i.e., for a state s and an action a, r(s, a) is the nonnegative and bounded expected reward and p(s ′ |s, a) is the probability of visiting the next state s ′ . We use subscript s to denote the value associated with the state s, e.g., A s is the set of actions in state s and A s∈S A s , r s (r(s, a)) a∈As denotes the vector form of the rewards associated with the state s, π s (π s (a)) a∈As ∈ P(A s ) specifies the probabilities that the actions chosen at state s for a strategy π. The elements in the vector p s (p(s ′ |s, a)) s ′ ∈S,a∈As are listed as follows: the transition probabilities of the same action are arranged in the same block and inside each block they are listed according to the order of the next state. Finally, we have p = (p s ) s∈S and r = (r s ) s∈S .
Let H t be the set of histories at time t, given by H 1 S and H t (S × A) t × S for all t ≥ 2. A history dependent randomized decision rule is a mapping d t : H t → P(A), where P(A) is the probability simplex on the set of actions A. A Markovian randomized decision rule is a mapping d t : S → P(A). A deterministic decision rule d t : S → A can be regarded as a special case of a randomized decision rule in which the probability distribution on the set of actions is degenerate. The sets of history dependent randomized decision rules, Markovian randomized decision rules and Markovian deterministic decision rules are denoted by R 
Given an initial state s 1 ∈ S, a policy π ∈ Π K determines a probability measure Q(π) on the canonical measurable space of MDP trajectories and a corresponding stochastic process {(s t , a t )} t≥1 . The expectation operator with respect to Q(π) is denoted by E Q(π) , and the expected (discounted) total-reward under parameters pair (p, r) can then be expressed as
The goal of the classical MDPs is to find an optimal strategy that solves the problem
here, the parameters p and r are fixed and are known to the decision maker. It is well known that problem (2.1) has an optimal policy in Π MD and can be solved by value iteration, policy iteration, and linear programming (cf. [27] ).
Distributionally Robust Markov Decision Processes.
A distributionally robust MDP is defined as a tuple S, A, T, γ, F S . In distributionally robust MDPs, the transition probabilityp and the expected rewardr are unknown. Instead, they are assumed to obey a joint probability distribution P, which is also unknown but belongs to a known family F S of probability distributions called the ambiguity set whose members share some identical distributional information. Given the ambiguity set F S and an initial state s 1 ∈ S, the distributionally robust MDP solves the following problem
and asks for a policy π that attains the best worst-case expected performance under an ambiguous probability distribution P of (p,r) arising from the set F S .
While the distributionally robust MDP framework can be very general, not every ambiguity set F S would result in reformulations that are easy to solve. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on a class of ambiguity sets that are general to encompass several types of ambiguity sets that have attracted considerable interest in the literature, and at same time, can guarantee the computational tractability of the arising distributionally robust MDP.
For the first key requirement of F S , we adopt the following set of distributions in our model.
Here for each state s ∈ S, the set F s is a family of probability distributions of uncertain parameters (p s , r s ) associated with the state s, and it is termed as the "state-wise ambiguity set". Note that s∈S P s stands for the product measure generated by P s , which indicates that the uncertain parameters across different states are independent. Such a state-wise property is called "s-rectangularity" in the literature (e.g., [22, 34]) and it plays an essential role in reducing the distributionally robust MDP to a robust MDP (see [36] ). As the second key requirement of F S , we assume that the admissible state-wise ambiguity set F s for all s ∈ S can be expressed as the union of marginal distributions of the uncertain parameters (p s ,r s ) under all joint distributions of (p s ,r s ,ñ s ). Herẽ n s is a one-dimensional auxiliary random variable that arises from a lifted ambiguity set G s -a family of joint distributions of (p s ,r s ,ñ s ), whose projection onto (p s ,r s ) gives F s . In other words, there exists G s that satisfies F s = P∈Gs { (ps,rs) P}, where P ∈ G s is a joint distribution of (p s ,r s ,ñ s ) and we denote by (ps,rs) P the marginal distribution of (p s ,r s ) under P. In particular, we assume that the lifted ambiguity set G s is representable in the format (2.2)
Here, dimensions of the uncertain parameters are I s1 = |S| and
are closed, convex and compact; and the set
One could verify that G s is a convex set of joint probability distributions of (p s ,r s ) andñ s . The one-dimensional auxiliary random variableñ s is discrete with its finitely many scenarios collectively denoted by a set [N s ] and it plays a key role in the format (2.2). Firstly, any j ∈ [J s ] induces a condition that consists of a subset N j ⊆ [N s ] of scenarios and gives the conditional generalized moment information about the uncertain parameters (see the first and second constraint groups). Secondly, the auxiliary random variableñ s takes the n th scenario with probability ω n , and conditioning on this scenario, the support of the uncertainty parameters could be scenario-wise different (see the third constraint group). Finally, the conditional generalize moment information as well as the probabilities of scenarios can all be uncertain and can only be known to reside in some uncertainty sets (see the constraint group in the last line). As we will present in the coming examples, by simply introducing the one-dimensional random variableñ s , the lifted ambiguity set G s is intuitive by expressing a rich family of ambiguity sets in the literature and can facilitate the construction of new tailored ambiguity sets.
To obtain a tractable reformulation, we utilize the concept of conic representation and make the following assumption.
Assumption 2.1. For all s ∈ S, the conic representation of the following system
satisfies the Slater's condition, that is, the conic representation of (2.3) has a relatively interior point (see, Theorem 1.4.2 in [3]).
The Slater's condition of the system (2.3), although it appears to be weakly connected with the format (2.2), is a typical assumption made in the distributionally robust optimization literature. More importantly, as we will show shortly, it guarantees the infimum over the ambiguity set, inf P∈FS E P [u(π,p,r, s 1 )] to be attainable. Using the lifted ambiguity sets G s , s ∈ S, we define a lifted ambiguity set corresponding to F S .
By the definition of F S and the relation between F s and G s , the state-wise property applies to G S as well. Moreover, we have (p,r) G S = F S , which implies
for w(π, P, s 1 ) E P [u(π,p,r, s 1 )] being the expected performance of a policy π under a joint probability distribution P of (p,r) and auxiliary random variables (ñ s ) s∈S . The equality holds because the term E P [u(π,p,r, s 1 )] does not involve those auxiliary variables (ñ s ) s∈S in G S . Thus for the rest of this paper, we will use the lifted ambiguity set G S and work on max
2.3. Examples of the Lifted Ambiguity Set G s . Despite its apparent simplicity, the abstract format (2.2) allows us to recover two important and distinct classes of ambiguity sets that are respectively based on generalized moment and statistical distance in a unified format. By doing so, we are also able to construct a hybridization of these two classes of ambiguity sets, which to the best of our knowledge has not been considered in distributionally robust MDPs, but we believe to be potential to leverage the generalized moment as well as statistical distance information at the same time. Besides, we are able to consider a class of mixture-distribution-based ambiguity sets whose member distributions encompass the mixture Gaussian distributions that have been used in MDPs (see e.g., [15, 38] ). In the remaining of this section, we provide some concrete examples of the lifted ambiguity set G s in the format (2.2).
Generalized-moment-based ambiguity sets. Generalized-moment-based ambiguity sets involve probability constraints on the support and expectation constraints on the generalized moment of the ambiguous distributions.
Example 2.2 (Support). We consider the following ambiguity set with N s = 1 and J s = 1, which only contains the support information about the uncertainty:
where the support set D is tractable. In this case, distributionally robust MDPs recover classical robust MDPs (e.g., [16, 22] ) that consider the worst-case scenario. It is well known that, due to Fenchel duality (see Proposition 3.1 in [8] or Theorem 2.2 in [28] ), any distributionally robust objective max P∈Gs E P [r], an expectation with respect to the worst-case density function P chosen adversarially from the ambiguity set G s , is equivalent to a coherent risk measure that satisfies convexity, monotonicity, translation equivariance and positive homogeneity (see [1] ). When the ambiguity set only contains the support information, several classes of support sets would correspond to some popular coherent risk measures in finance (see [5] and [21] ). We remark that real-world uncertainty originates from modeling errors (model uncertainty), and perhaps more importantly, from stochastic dynamics. A prudent policy should protect against both types of uncertainties. The Fenchel duality of coherent risk measures naturally relates the risk to model uncertainty. For risk in MDPs, a similar connection was made with time-consistent Markov coherent risk measures [23] . Therefore, by carefully shaping the risk-criterion, it would enable decision makers to consider uncertainty in a broad sense. Designing a principled procedure for such risk-shaping is not trivial and is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we believe that there is much potential to risk-shaping as it may be the key for handling model misspecification in dynamic decision-making.
Example 2.3 (Uncertain mean). Suppose beyond the support D, we further have some knowledge about the uncertain mean E P [(p s ,r s )] of the uncertainty, for in-
where µ 0 is the estimation of the true mean. We can specify an ambiguity set in the general format (2.2) as follows:
Statistical-distance-based ambiguity sets. In the literature of distributionally robust optimization, the class of statistical-distance-based ambiguity sets has also attracted a great deal of interest. In a typical statistical-distance-based ambiguity set, ambiguous distributions are characterized by their proximity to a reference distribution through some statistical distance measures, including φ-divergences and the Wasserstein distance. The reference distribution is usually chosen to be the em-
, where δ is the Dirac distribution and
are empirical observations of (p s ,r s ). Hence the statical-distancebased ambiguity sets are known to be favorable for a data-driven setting.
Example 2.4 (φ-divergence ambiguity set). Let J s = N s = N and the support set D n = (p † n , r † n ) being a singleton for all n ∈ [N ]. The φ-divergence ambiguity set is defined as follows:
1 N φ(N ω j ) ≤ θ} with some divergence function φ(·) that is convex on R + and satisfies φ(1) = 0, 0φ(t/0) t lim a→∞ φ(a)/a for t > 0, and 0φ(0/0) = 0. We refer to Table 2 in [2] for a comprehensive list of φ-divergence functions.
Example 2.5 (Wasserstein ambiguity set). Given a tractable distance metric ρ :
Note that the distance metric is usually chosen as a p-norm for some real number p ≥ 1. The Wasserstein ambiguity set with a support set D is defined as
which is a Wasserstein ball of radius θ centered around the empirical probability distribution P † . It is well known that the Wasserstein approach (i) recovers the sample average approach when θ = 0 as the Wasserstein ambiguity set would collapse to a singleton set containing only the empirical distribution P † and (ii) recovers the classical robust optimization approach when θ ≥ sup ζ1,ζ2∈D ρ(ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) as the Wasserstein ambiguity set would contain all Dirac distributions, each of which puts a unit probability mass on a possible scenario in the support set D.
Recently, [6] show that the Wasserstein ambiguity set F W (θ) coincides with the marginal distribution of (p s , r s ) under P, for all P in a lifted ambiguity set G s (θ) such that
Remark 2.6. Statistical-distance-based ambiguity sets critically depend on the training samples by considering the discrete empirical distribution. They may lead to conservative solutions when one has a firm belief on the structure information about the uncertainty such as mean, dispersion, correlation, and dependence that commonly appear in the generalized moment-based ambiguity set. Presenting the statistical-distance-based ambiguity sets in the general format (2.2), we can mitigate the conservativeness by further incorporate the structure information in an intuitive way. For example, we can tailor an ambiguity set that restricts the Wasserstein distance from the ambiguous distribution to the empirical distribution, while at the same time specifies the popular mean absolute deviation from the mean (see, for example, [25] ) as follows:
Mixture-distribution-based ambiguity sets. We can use the format (2.2) to specify an ambiguous mixture distribution, which is useful, for example, in modeling multi-modal distributions under ambiguity. Consider the ambiguity set
The projection over (p s ,r s ) of any member P ∈ G s is a mixture of N distinct distributions, which themselves are ambiguous. Hence, for a given ω ∈ W, we can write Π (ps,rs) P = n∈[N ] ω n P n , where each P n ∈ F n is unknown beyond certain distributional information described in an ambiguity set
It is possible to modify the ambiguity sets F n , n ∈ [N ] to specify first-and secondorder moments of their member distributions. As a result, the ambiguity set G s would include mixture Gaussian distributions with the specified moments and the corresponding distributionally robust MDPs hedge against these mixture Gaussian distributions.
3. Finite Horizon Case. In this section, we focus on distributionally robust MDPs with a finite number of decision stages, i.e., T < ∞. We propose a decision criterion we term distributionally robustness, which incorporates a priori information of how parameters are distributed. We show that a strategy defined through backward induction, which we called S-robust strategy, is a distributionally robust strategy. We further show that such strategy is solvable in polynomial time under mild technical conditions.
Similarly to [22] , we assume that when a state is visited multiple times, the uncertain parameters may take a different realization for each visit. Therefore, multiple visits to a state can be treated as visiting different states. By introducing dummy states, for finite horizon case we make the following assumption to simplify our derivations, without any loss of generality. 
In words, each strategy is evaluated by its expected performance under the (respective) most adversarial distribution of the uncertain parameters, and a distributionally robust strategy is the optimal strategy according to this measure. The main focus of this section is to derive approaches for obtaining the distributionally robust strategy for the finite horizon case. To this end, we need the following definition. 1. For all s ∈ S T , the S-robust value v T (s) 0. 2. For all s ∈ S t , t < T , the S-robust value v t (s) is defined as
and the S-robust randomized action π * s is defined as
where V t+1,s ∈ R |St+1||As|×|As| is defined as
. . . Note that the definition essentially requires that the strategy must be robust with respect to each subproblem over time t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, and hence the name "Srobust". Indeed, readers familiar with literature in robust MDPs (see [16, 22, 33] ) may find that S-robust strategy is the solution to the robust MDP where the ambiguity set only contains the support information of uncertain parameters G s = {P | P [(p s ,r s ,ũ s ) ∈ D s ] = 1}. The following theorem shows that any S-robust strategy π * is distributionally robust. 
Proof. We proceed in three steps. We first show that the expected performance of a given strategy under a distribution P ∈ G S depends only on the expected value of the uncertain parameters (Step 1). This allows us to reduce distributionally robust MDPs to classical robust MDPs which considers the set-inclusive formulation of uncertainty. We then show that the set of expected value of the uncertain parameters is convex and compact (Step 2). Finally, we complete the proof by using results in classical robust MDPs (Step 3).
Step 1. We use Lemma 3.2 in [36] , which states that given π ∈ Π HR and P ∈ G S , we have w(π, P, s 1 ) = u(π,p,r, s 1 ), wherep = E P [p] andr = E P [r]. Thus distributionally robust MDPs reduces to classical robust MDPs.
Step 2. We characterize the set of expected value of the parameters. It is not hard to verify that by the design of format (2.2), the ambiguity set G s is convex. In addition, because the feasible set of each constraint in G s is weakly closed (and so is the intersection of feasible sets of these constraints), G s is also weakly closed. Since G s is bounded, it is compact. Hence the set Y s {E P [(p s ,r s ,ñ s )] | P ∈ G s }, as the image of G s under expectation (which is a continuous function), is closed. Following from the assumed boundedness of D n , n ∈ [N s ], Y s is also bounded and is thus compact. Furthermore, given any s ∈ S, P 1 , P 2 ∈ G s and λ ∈ [0, 1], we have
Thus the set Y s is convex since G s is convex. Therefore, the set Z s {E P [(p s ,r s )] | P ∈ G s }, as the projection of Y s onto its first two coordinates, is convex and compact. We are now able to conclude that for any s ∈ S and π s ∈ P(A s ), there exists (p * s , r * s ) ∈ Z s that satisfies inf (ps,rs)∈Zs
because the objective of the minimization is linear in p s and r s and the constraint set is convex and compact. Moreover, we can construct s∈S Z s = {E P [(p,r)] | P ∈ G S } by the state-wise decomposability of the lifted ambiguity set G S in (2.4).
Step 3. We now explore the equivalence between distributionally robust MDPs and classical robust MDPs, where the uncertainty set is s∈S Z s . It is well known that for classical robust MDPs, a saddle point of the minimax objective exists (see [16] and [22] 
Thus π s is any S-robust randomized action, and hence π can be any S-robust strategy. In Step 2, we know that there exists P * Therefore, the second part of Theorem 3.4 holds, and the first part also follows immediately.
Leveraging Theorem 3.4, we now investigate the computational aspect of the Srobust randomized action, which can be obtained from solving a sequence of classical robust optimization problems.
Theorem 3.5. For all s ∈ S t , t < T , the S-robust randomized action is the optimal solution to the following optimization problem
or equivalently, to the following classical robust optimization problem
Proof. We rewrite problem (3.1) for determining the S-robust randomized action into max η s.t.
inf
Changing variables from η to −η, we obtain
The worst-case expectation on the left-hand side of the first constraint in (3.3) can be re-expressed as follows:
where given (µ, ν, ω) ∈ U × W, we define an ambiguity set
and correspondingly the worst-case expectation
Using the law of total probability, we can represent the joint distribution P of (p s ,r s ,ñ s ) as the marginal distribution P † ofñ s supported on [N s ] and the conditional distributions P n of (p s ,r s ) givenñ s = n, n ∈ [N s ]. Letω j = i∈Nj ω i for all j ∈ [J s ], we can now reformulate λ(µ, ν, ω) as:
The dual of λ(µ, ν, ω) is denoted as λ D (µ, ν, ω), which is given by
where the equality follows from for all n ∈ [N s ], first changing variable from α n to ω n α n and then dividing both sides of the constraint by ω n , which is allowed since
. By the general min-max theorem (see [29] ), we have
where the min-max problem λ * P corresponds to the max-min problem λ * D is (3.4)
Due to the presence of products of uncertain variables (e.g.,ω j β ⊤ j µ j ), problem (3.4) is nonconvex. Since ω > 0 (and henceω j > 0), an equivalent convex representation can be obtained by changing variables in problem (3.4) fromω j (µ j , ν j ) to (µ j , ν j ) for all j ∈ [J s ]:
In fact, it can be shown that under Assumption 2.1, λ * = λ * D = λ * P (see Theorem 2 in [6] ). Therefore, by re-inserting λ * P (that is, λ * ) into (3.3) and eliminating the decision variable η, we the desired reformulation (3.2) to solve the S-robust randomized action.
Infinite Horizon Case.
In this section, we study distributionally robust MDPs in the discounted-reward infinite horizon setup. In particular, we generalize the notion of S-robust strategy proposed in section 3 to infinite-horizon case and show that the S-robust strategy is distributionally robust.
Unlike the finite horizon case, we cannot model the system as (i) having finitely many states, and (ii) each visited at most once. In contrast, we have to relax either one of these two assumptions, which lead to two different natural formulations. Similarly to [36] and [38] , we consider two models, namely, the non-stationary model and the stationary model. These two formulations can model different setups: if the system, more specifically the probability distribution of uncertain parameters, evolves with time, then the non-stationary model is more appropriate; while if the system is static, then a stationary model is preferable. For an in-depth discussion of the distinction between non-stationary and stationary models, we refer the readers to [22] .
The S-robust strategy for the infinite horizon distributionally robust MDP is defined as follows.
Definition 4.1. Given a distributionally robust MDP S, A, T, γ, G S with T = ∞, we define the S-robust problem through the following:
1. For all s ∈ S, the S-robust value v ∞ (s) and S-robust randomized action π * s are defined as
2.
A strategy π * is a S-robust strategy if π * s is a S-robust randomized action for all s ∈ S.
To see that the S-robust strategy is well defined, it suffices to show that the following operator L : R |S| → R |S| is a γ-contraction with respect to · ∞ norm, i.e.,
where for fixed π s ∈ P(A s ) and P ∈ G s ,
Proof. Given any v 1 , v 2 ∈ R |S| and any s ∈ S, let (π 1 s , P 1 ) and (π 2 s , P 2 ) be the respective saddle points for {Lv 1 }(s) and {Lv 2 }(s). Suppose that {Lv 1 }(s) ≥ {Lv 2 }(s), we have
here the last equality follows from the fact that π 1 s is a vector on the probability simplex P(A s ) and
Taking the supremum over s yields the desired result.
Note that given v and s, by applying Theorem 3.5, the S-robust strategy can be obtained efficiently. Banach Fixed-Point Theorem states that, there exists a unique v * ∞ such that Lv * ∞ = v * ∞ , which is the S-robust value by definition. Moreover, for an arbitrary v 0 , the value vector sequence {v n } defined by
converges to v * ∞ at exponential rate (see Theorem 6.2.3. in [27] ). Therefore, as the following lemma shows, we can compute the S-robust randomized action for each s (and hence S-robust strategy) using this procedure.
Then the sequence {π
has a convergent subsequence, and any of its limit points is a S-robust randomized action of state s.
Proof.
Since P(A s ) is compact, the sequence {π n s } ∞ n=1 has a convergent subsequence. To show that any limiting point is a S-robust randomized action, we first assume π n s → π * s without loss of generality. We note that given any P ∈ G s and π s ∈ P(A s ), the operator Lπ s P is a γ-contraction (see [27] ). Thus by the definition of the maximizer π n s , for anyπ s ∈ P(A s ) and v n ∈ R |S| , we have
Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we have (4.2) lim
here the first equality holds since {L 
which concludes that π * s is a S-robust randomized action of state s. 4.1. Non-Stationary Model. The non-stationary model treats the system as having infinitely many states, each visited at most once. Therefore, we consider an equivalent MDP with an augmented state space, where each augmented state is defined by a pair (s, t) where s ∈ S and t ∈ {1, 2, . . . }, meaning state s in the t-th horizon. We define the non-stationary ambiguity set as the Cartesian product of the admissible distributions of each (augmented) state. That is,
This model is attractive as one can solve the corresponding MDP using the robust dynamic programming algorithm (see [16] and [22] ).
The following theorems show that the S-robust strategy is distributionally robust for the non-stationary model. Indeed, the result is similar to Theorem 4.1 of [36] . Proof. First, we introduce the T -truncated problem below:
which stops at stage T with a terminal reward v ∞ (·). Since |S| is finite and all D n , n ∈ [N s ] and W are bounded, there exists a universal constant r max max s,a |r(s, a)| independent of T such that for any (π, p, r) where the uncertain parameters (p, r) obey a joint probability distribution P ∈ F S , the inequality u T (π, p, r, s 1 ) − u(π, p, r, s 1 ) ≤ γ T r max holds. This implies that for any P ∈Ḡ
and moreover,
By Theorem 3.4, an S-robust strategy π * is a distributionally robust strategy of the finite horizon T truncated problem for any T ≥ 1. Thus, we have (4.5)
Combining (4.4) and (4.5) yields
As the above inequality holds for an arbitrary T , we thus conclude that an S-robust strategy π * is also a distributionally robust strategy with respect toḠ S of the infinite horizon distributionally robust MDP, which completes our proof.
Stationary
Model. The stationary model treats the system as having a finite number of states, while multiple visits to one state is allowed. That is, if a state s is visited for multiple times, then each time the distribution (of uncertain parameters) P s is the same. For this model, it is much easier to develop statistically accurate sets of confidence when the underlying process is time invariant (see [22] ). We define the stationary ambiguity set of admissible distributions as
P s,t , P s,t = P s , P s ∈ G s ∀s ∈ S, t = 1, 2, . . .
   .
Similar to the non-stationary model, we have the following result. 
which leads to
Here the first inequality holds due to (4.3), and the second inequality holds becausē G S ⊆Ḡ ∞ S . Note that by construction, π * can be any S-robust strategy. Moreover, π * s,t and P * s,t are stationary, i.e., they do not depend on t. Hence, we have P * ∈Ḡ S . Therefore, (4.6) max
Combining (4.5) and (4.6) leads to
Since T can be arbitrarily large, this concludes that any S-robust strategy π * is also a distributionally robust strategy with respect toḠ S . Remark 4.6. The worst-case expected performance of the non-stationary model provides a lower bound to that of the stationary model sinceḠ S ⊆Ḡ ∞ S . Therefore, we can use the non-stationary model to approximate the stationary model, when the latter is intractable in the finite horizon case. When horizon approaches infinity, such approximation becomes exact as shown in the proofs of Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.5. In particular, the optimal solutions to both formulations coincide and they can be computed by iteratively solving a minimax problem.
Numerical Experiments.
We consider a dynamic newsvendor problem over the finite decision horizon t = 1, . . . , T. At each period t, the newsvendor observes the current level of stock and makes an ordering decision to replenish the stock before the random demand is realized. For each period t, let d t be the random demand observed, a t be the order quantity placed, and s t be the inventory position at the beginning of that period (negative s t is understood as backorder). There are limits on the inventory position-that is, s t ∈ [s min , s max ], where −s min is the largest allowable backorder and s max is the maximal number of units we can keep. The inventory position evolves according to the dynamics:
where the initial inventory s 1 = 0 and
Let c t , h t and b t be the unit order, holding, and backorder cost at time t = 1, . . . , T , respectively. Given the inventory position s t and the ordering decision a t , the cost in each period t is c t a t + max{h t s t , −b t s t } and the cost in the terminal period T is max{h T s T , −b T s T }. Note that the periodic cost only depends on the current state s t and the current ordering decision a t . We assume that the realizations of demand {d t } T −1 t=1 and actions {a t } T −1 t=1 are all integer-valued. Hence we can formulate the problem as a finite-state and finite-action MDP, where the state space is given by S {s min , s min + 1, . . . , s max − 1, s max } and the set of admissible actions in state s is given by A s = {0, 1, . . . , s max − s}. We assume for ease of exposition that the true distribution P 0 of the random demand is stationary such that P 0 [d t = i] = p i . Solving the inventory problem using the classical dynamic programming approach requires the the perfect knowledge of the distribution ofd, i.e., known p i . Such information is usually hard, if not impossible, to obtain in practice (see e.g., [4, 30] ). Instead, we adopt the distributionally robust approach, which is favorable when we only have sparse observations of p i . We assume that p = (p i ) i is uncertain and the distribution of p is ambiguous but belongs to an ambiguity set. By Definition 3.3, we compute the S-robust order strategy for all s ∈ S and t = 1, . . . , T − 1 via solving
Here v T (s) = max{h T s, −b T s} and for all s, G s is the same ambiguity set of p.
Particularly, we consider a more practical data-driven setting described as follows. The decision maker initially has access only to N independent training samples p † 1 , . . . , p † N of the true data-generating distribution p. The decision maker then obtains the empirical distribution
and afterwards, she solves the S-robust order strategy under the Wasserstein ambiguity set centered around P † with different values of radius θ. Another testing dataset that consists of 10000 independent samples of {d t } T −1 t=1 is then generated from p and the total cost of applying the S-robust order strategy is simulated by averaging over these 10000 runs. The outof-sample performance looks at this stimulated total cost and is reported by running the experiment 2000 times-each time using a new generated training and testing datasets. The parameters we used are as follows: T = 5, s min = −5, s max = 10, c t = 1, h t = 2, b t = 3,d ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, and p = (0.05, 0.4, 0.1, 0.4, 0.05) such that the true demand distribution has two modes at 1 and 3 and has an expectation of 2. Fig. 1 : Out-of-sample performance for various Wasserstein radii. The shaded regions cover range from 'mean minus one standard deviation' to 'mean plus one standard deviation' of 2000 randomly generated experiments, whereas the solid lines describe the mean statistics.
In Figure 1 , we report the distribution of the total cost for different Wasserstein radii over 2000 experiments. Note that when θ = 0, the Wasserstein approach recovers the sample average approach that considers the empirical MDP using P † (see e.g., [14] ); when θ ≥ 2, the Wasserstein approach recovers the classical robust optimization approach (see e.g., [16, 22] ). In general, a larger size of training samples leads to a better out-of-sample performance in terms of variability, see the comparison between N = 5 and N = 15. For most values of the radius, a larger size of training samples yields a better out-of-sample performance that has a slightly lower mean value and a significant lower standard deviation of the total cost averaged over 2000 experiments. As the radius θ increases, the mean of the out-of-sample performance increases because the solution becomes more conservative while the standard deviation fluctuates. Recently, the work [13] studies the effect of the radius θ on the solution obtained from considering the φ-divergence ambiguity set-another popular statistical-distance-based ambiguity set. The authors show the existence of a mean-standard deviation trade-off such that when the radius θ increases, the mean increases but the standard deviation would decrease. However, we do not observe such a trade-off in our experiment that considers the Wasserstein ambiguity set as some θ finds itself at less of an advantage than others (because of a higher mean and a larger standard deviation, see for example in the case of N = 15, θ ∈ {0.3, 0.7, 0.8} seems to be dominated by θ = 0.2). Therefore, it begs an interesting question as how to calibrate a good radius θ for the Wasserstein ambiguity set.
6. Conclusion. In this paper, we address MDPs under parameter uncertainty following the distributionally robust approach, to mitigate the conservatism of the classical robust MDP framework which only considers the set-inclusive formulation of uncertainty, and to incorporate additional a priori probabilistic information regarding the unknown parameters. Specifically, we generalize existing works on distributionally robust MDPs by investigating a unified format of ambiguity sets that provides extra modeling power. We hope our analysis based on such a unified format would encourage study of distributionally robust MDPs with new types of ambiguity sets, including (i) hybridizations of generalize-moment-based and statistical-distance-based ambiguity sets and (ii) mixture-distribution-based ambiguity sets. Our solution approach leads to an optimal strategy that can be obtained through a Bellman type backward induction by solving a sequence of classical robust optimization problems, which can now be effectively modeled and solved by using algebraic modeling packages.
In our numerical studies, we present the out-of-sample performance of Wasserstein ambiguity sets with different radii. Calibrating the radius θ shall be an interesting problem-moving forward, we intend to apply resampling approaches such as crossvalidation and bootstrap to calibrate θ. Inspired by recent works in incorporating dependence structure about the uncertainty (see e.g., [10, 11] ), we are also interested in integrating that information with the Wasserstein ambiguity set and study the performance in distributionally robust MDPs. In addition, we wish to adapt approximate dynamic programming techniques (see e.g., [26] ), and develop scalable methods for distributionally robust MDPs with large or even continuous state and action spaces.
